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Abstract

During the years 1994–1997, the emulsion target of the CHORUS detector was exposed to
the CERN-SPS Wide Band Neutrino Beam. The improvements of the past few years in the
automatic emulsion scanning systems allowed a sample of events located in emulsion to
be used for studies of charm production. Based on a sample of 56,172νµ charged-current
interactions analysed so far, we find a value ofBµ = 0.093±0.009 (stat.)±0.009 (syst.)
for the semi-leptonic branching fraction of charm hadrons. The result for events with visible
energy larger than 30 GeV,Bµ = 0.102± 0.016 (stat.)± 0.010 (syst.), can be combined
with the existing measurements of the dimuon rate to yield a value of0.219±0.022 for the
magnitude of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix element|Vcd|.
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Introduction
Charm production in neutrino charged-current interactions has been studied in several

experiments, in particular, CDHS [1], CCFR [2], CHARM [3], CHARM-II [4], NOMAD [5]
and NuTeV [6] by means of electronic detectors and through the analysis of dimuon events.
In these events, the leading muon is interpreted as originating from the neutrino vertex and the
other, of opposite charge, as the product of the charmed particle semi-leptonic decay. The study
of dimuon events provides information on the strange quark content of the nucleon, the charm
mass, and the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM)matrix elements|Vcd| and |Vcs|. Experi-
ments of this type, however, suffer from significant background (∼30%) in which the second
muon originates from an undetected decay in flight of a pion or a kaon rather than from a
charm decay. Moreover, the type of charmed particle and its decay topology cannot be identi-
fied in these experiments. The overall normalization of the charm production rate in terms of the
dimuon rate is given by the average semi-leptonic branching fraction, defined as the weighted
average of the semi-leptonic branching fraction for individual charmed hadron species with the
corresponding fragmentation fractions as weights.

Compared to the study of dimuon events, a much lower level of background can be
achieved using an emulsion target which provides a sub-micron spatial resolution and, hence,
the topological identification of charmed hadron decays. This technique has been applied in
the E531 experiment at FNAL to measure the fragmentation fractionsfDi [7]. These data
have been combined [8, 2, 9] with the individual semi-leptonic branching fractions to yield
Bµ = 0.099 ± 0.012, the value used by the Particle Data Group [10] in determining the
magnitude of the CKM matrix element|Vcd|. However, the statistics accumulated in the E531
experiment was limited to 125 charm events.

Only recently, with the development of automatic scanning devices of much higher speed
within CHORUS, has it become possible to study large samples of charm events produced
in nuclear emulsion [11]. The present result is based on a sample of 956±35 charm events,
after correcting for the purity of the selection procedure. The number of events is sufficient
to determine the average semi-leptonic branching fraction directly from the number of charm
events with a secondary muon in the final state, with an error comparable to the existing indirect
measurements.

1 The experimental apparatus
The CHORUS detector [12] is a hybrid set-up that combines a nuclear emulsion target

with various electronic detectors. The nuclear emulsion acts both as target for neutrino inter-
actions and as detector, allowing three-dimensional reconstruction of short-lived particles such
as the tau lepton and charmed hadrons. The emulsion target has a total mass of 770 kg and is
segmented into four stacks, each consisting of eight modules, in turn composed of 36 plates
with a size of 36× 72 cm2. Each plate has a 90µm plastic support coated on both sides with
a 350µm emulsion layer [13]. Each stack is followed by three interface emulsion sheets with a
90µm emulsion layer on both sides of an 800µm thick plastic base and by a set of scintillating
fibre tracker planes. The interface sheets and the fibre trackers provide accurate predictions of
particle trajectories into the emulsion stack for the location of the vertex positions. The accuracy
of the fibre tracker prediction is about 150µm in position and 2 mrad in the track angle.

The emulsion scanning has been performed by fully automatic microscopes equipped
with CCD cameras and a read-out system [14]. The track finding efficiency is higher than 98%
for track slopes less than 400 mrad with respect to the direction perpendicular to the emulsion
plates.

The electronic detectors downstream of the emulsion target include a hadron spectrometer
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which measures the bending of charged particles in an air-core magnet, a calorimeter where the
energy and direction of showers are measured and a muon spectrometer which determines the
charge and momentum of muons.

2 Data collection
The West Area Neutrino Facility (WANF) at CERN provides a beam of 27 GeV average

energy consisting mainly ofνµ with a 5% ν̄µ contamination. For the four years in which the
emulsion target was exposed, the integrated beam intensity corresponds to5.06× 1019 protons
on target. The analysis of the data from the electronic detectors allows the identification of the
set of events possibly originating from the emulsion stacks.

The CHORUS experiment was designed primarily to search forνµ → ντ oscillation. For
the first phase of the analysis, the events were subdivided in two classes, the one-muon and
zero-muon samples, and the data selection and vertex location procedures were optimized for
the detection of tau leptons decaying into a muon or into a single charged hadron, respectively.
The one-muon sample consists largely ofνµ charged-current interactions and serves as a suitable
starting point for the analysis of charm production in neutrino charged-current interactions. For
the vertex location, the muon track reconstructed by the electronic detectors is searched for in
the interface sheets, and then followed from one plate to the next using the segments in the most
upstream 100µm of each plate. Once it is no longer found in two consecutive plates, the first of
these is defined as thevertex plate. This plate may contain the primary or the decay vertex, or
both.

The charm decay search is performed using thenetscanmethod, originally developed
for the DONUT experiment [15]. It consists in recording all track segments within a given
angular acceptance in a volume surrounding the assumed vertex position. In CHORUS, the
angular acceptance is 400 mrad and the size of the volume is 1.5×1.5 mm2 transversely and
6.3 mm longitudinally. The latter corresponds to eight plates: one plate upstream from the vertex
plate acting as a veto for passing tracks, the vertex plate itself, and six plates downstream. The
parameters of all track segments found in this volume are stored in a database. Typically, five
thousand track segments are recorded per event. With the scanning systems used, the treatment
of one event takes about 11 min on a single microscope. The results presented here are based
on a sample of 56,172 events analysed with this method, out of the 143,742 one-muon events
that have so far been located.

3 Reconstruction and selection of decay topologies
The offline reconstruction program first aims to select from the large number of recorded

track segments only those belonging to the neutrino interaction under study. First, plate-to-
plate alignment is performed by comparing the pattern of segments in consecutive plates. After
connection of all matched segments, the alignment is repeated to reach a residual of less than
0.5 µm for the segment positions with respect to the fitted tracks. The majority of the tracks
are due to low-energy particles, discarded on the basis of goodness-of-fit for a straight line
hypothesis. Another source of background are the tracks passing through the volume. After
removing these as well, the mean number of tracks to be further analysed is about 40. A more
detailed description of the alignment and track finding algorithms is given in Ref. [16].

After this initial selection of potentially interesting track segments, any further recon-
struction can be formulated as a problem of error propagation thanks to the detailed under-
standing of the measurement errors for individual segments. First, the segments are combined
to form tracks, taking into account the effect of multiple Coulomb scattering. This yields a
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set of correctly normalized errors on the track parameters, and provides aχ2 probability cri-
terion to remove outlier segments. In turn, the tracks are associated to vertices, again using a
χ2 probability criterion to decide which tracks intersect. As the emulsion integrates the tracks
of all particles that pass at any time in the two year long exposure, only the electronic detec-
tors can validate that a given track belongs to the event under study. The connection between
emulsion tracks and tracks in the electronic detectors is based on their angular difference, again
employing aχ2 probability criterion. Finally, events in which at least two tracks are matched to
electronic detector tracks but not associated to the same vertex are selected as candidate charm
events. The reconstruction and selection algorithms are described in detail in Ref. [17].

In total, 1055 events are selected. To evaluate the purity of the selection algorithms, a sub-
sample of 244 selected events was visually inspected. The purpose of the eye-scan is twofold:
to distinguish genuine secondary vertices from artefacts in the reconstruction and to distinguish
secondary decay vertices from hadronic interactions. Out of the 244 events, 11 do not show a
secondary vertex, but instead are due to any of the following: non-Gaussian tails in the track
parameters preventing primary tracks from being associated to the primary vertex, inefficiencies
in the track reconstruction which cause through-going tracks to appear to stop, electron pairs,
and secondary vertices on tracks not related to the event. An additional 12 events are identified
as secondary hadronic interactions through the presence of nuclear activity at the supposed de-
cay point or through a number of prongs inconsistent with charge conservation. This results in
a selection purity of 0.91±0.02, which brings the corrected number of selected charm events to

N selected = 956 ± 35 . (1)

4 Selection efficiency
The efficiency of the charm selection was evaluated with a GEANT3 [18] based simu-

lation of the experiment. Large samples of deep-inelastic neutrino interactions were generated
according to the beam spectrum using the JETTA [19] generator derived from LEPTO [20]
and JETSET [21]. The simulated response of the CHORUS electronic detectors is processed
through the same reconstruction program used for the data.

To evaluate the netscan efficiency, realistic conditions of track densities need to be re-
produced. This was achieved by merging the emulsion data of the simulated events with real
netscan data which do not have a reconstructed vertex but contain tracks which stop or pass
through the netscan fiducial volume, representing the real background. The combined data are
passed through the same netscan reconstruction and selection programs as used for real data.

Figure 1 shows a comparison between real data and simulated data for two quantities of
particular interest. The data sample are the 1055 selected events, with a purity of 0.91±0.02. The
simulated sample consists of deep-inelastic neutrino interactions in which a charmed particle is
produced. After applying the same selection as for the data, the simulated sample is a factor of
five larger than the data sample. The background from secondary interactions and reconstruction
artefacts has not been explicitly simulated, but was extrapolated from the 23 visually identified
background events.

The first distribution in Fig. 1 shows theχ2 probability for the vertex fit. Apart from the
overall agreement between the data and the simulation, the fact that the distribution is flat except
for a relatively modest peak at low fit probability demonstrates the sound understanding of the
measurement errors. The second distribution shows the average impact parameter of secondary
tracks to the primary vertex, for the subsample of events where there is more than one primary
track reconstructed. Of all geometric quantities, the average impact parameter is the one most
closely related to the proper decay length. Again, good agreement is found between data and
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Figure 1: Left: distribution of theχ2 fit probability for the primary vertex in events where there
is more than one reconstructed track at the primary. Right: the average impact parameter of
secondary tracks to the primary vertex for events where the primary track is not isolated. The
samples are described in the text.

simulation.
The only quantity of interest for which a discrepancy exists between data and simulation

is the reconstructed multiplicity of charged tracks at the secondary vertex. In the data, the ratio
of two-prong to one-prong events is 1.16±0.08, compared to 1.71±0.11 for the simulation, in
both cases quoting only the statistical error. At present, this discrepancy is not yet understood but
the data suggest shortcomings in the event generator rather than problems with the description of
the emulsion response. First, the contribution of quasi-elastic and diffractive processes to charm
production relative to the deep-inelastic process is poorly known. Second, the charmed particle
branching ratios are affected by considerable uncertainty. Varying the parameters that define the
event generator hypotheses within the range allowed by their experimental uncertainty leads to
significant changes in the ratio of two-prong to one-prong events, covering the ratio found in
the data.

However, it is worth stressing that the effect of this discrepancy on the present analysis is
mitigated by the fact that the result on the average semi-leptonic branching fraction is relatively
insensitive to variations in the event generator. The determination of the average semi-leptonic
branching fraction relies on a ratio of efficiencies: the first for the selection of a charmed par-
ticle decay, the second for the selection of a charmed particle decaying semi-leptonically. Any
uncertainties on the absolute level of the selection efficiencies cancel in the ratio.

Species Selection efficiency
Di → any Di → µX

D+ 0.369±0.010 0.41±0.02
D0 0.541±0.006 0.50±0.02
D+
s 0.440±0.018 0.45±0.06

Λc 0.335±0.015 0.29±0.07

Table 1: The charm selection efficiency, determined from the simulation, for each of the four
weakly decaying charmed hadrons which are produced. The third column indicates the selec-
tion efficiency for the case where the charmed hadron decays semi-leptonically. The errors are
statistical only.

Table 1 shows the selection efficiencies for each of the four weakly decaying charmed
hadrons, without or with the requirement for the decay to be semi-leptonic. Charmed hadron
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species other thanD+,D0,D+
s andΛc decay through the electromagnetic or strong interaction

to one of these four. The correction factor for the efficiency in the determination of the semi-
leptonic branching fraction is defined as

R =

∑
Di εDifDi∑
Di εDµi fDi

, (2)

whereεDi is the selection efficiency for charm speciesDi, εDµi the selection efficiency for semi-
leptonic decays ofDi, andfDi the fragmentation fraction.

Species JETTA E531
Evis > 5 GeV Evis > 20 GeV

D+ 0.225±0.003 (0.196) 0.16±0.04 0.20±0.05
D0 0.612±0.003 (0.532) 0.53±0.05 0.56±0.05
Ds 0.072±0.002 (0.128) 0.13±0.04 0.11±0.04
Λc 0.092±0.002 (0.145) 0.17±0.04 0.11±0.04

Table 2: The fragmentation fractions for charm quarks produced in charged-current neutrino
interactions after any strong or electromagnetic decays. The different columns are described in
the text.

Table 2 shows the different estimates of the fragmentation fractions used for this analysis.
The column labelled JETTA is based on the sample of simulated events, the error is statistical
only. The numbers between parentheses correspond to enhanced contributions ofDs andΛc to
approximate the effect of including diffractive and quasi-elastic processes, assuming for each
of the two a cross-section equal to 7.5% of the deep-inelastic cross-section [22, 23].

The column labelled E531 is the only direct experimental measurement of these quanti-
ties, performed by the E531 emulsion experiment but reanalysed by T. Bolton [8]. Because of
the different energy dependence of the deep-inelastic, diffractive, and quasi-elastic charm pro-
duction processes, the fractions vary as a function of energy. In the present analysis, there is no
explicit minimum for the visible energy. Nevertheless, the 4 GeV minimum for the energy mea-
sured in the calorimeter translates into an effective minimum visible energy of about 10 GeV
once the primary muon energy has been included.

Because of the requirements for the CHORUS neutrino oscillation analysis, the vertex
location has in the past been restricted to events where the measured momentum of the primary
muon lies below 30 GeV. However, Monte Carlo studies show that the effect on the correction
factorR is only a fraction of a percent, due to cancellations in the ratio.

The value ofR has been evaluated under all acceptable hypotheses for both the selection
efficiencies and the fragmentation fractions. The result varies between 0.968 and 1.049. In the
absence of any compelling argument in favour of or against any one of the sets of assumptions,
we will in the following use the average value

R = 1.01 ± 0.05 , (3)

with the systematic error estimated from the variation under different hypotheses.
For the sample of simulated events1), the fraction ofD0 mesons decaying into neutral

particles is 4.2%. A recent analysis [24] indicates that decay modes not accounted for in the
1) The same sample was used in a previous analysis [11]. However, in that context, the result for theD0 production

cross section referred exclusively to decay modes with charged particles.
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past may be responsible for an underestimate of this fraction. As the selection efficiency for
neutral decay modes is zero, an increase in this fraction leads to a decrease of theD0 → any
selection efficiency, in turn affecting the correction factorR. For the extreme case where 20%
of D0 mesons decay into neutral particles, theD0 selection efficiency would be 45% instead
of 54%. Assuming aD0 fragmentation fraction of 0.612 (0.53), this would reduceR by a factor
of 0.88 (0.89).

5 Identification of the secondary muon
Muons are identified in the downstream detectors, the calorimeter and the muon spec-

trometer. Any charged particle that reaches the muon spectrometer is identified as a muon. The
probability for a charged pion or kaon to traverse 5.2 interaction lengths in the calorimeter
without interacting is smaller than 5%. However, a sample of muons based exclusively on this
requirement would lead to a loss in angular acceptance and to a threshold for the muon momen-
tum between 1.6 GeV/c and 2.5 GeV/c, depending on the track angle. The effect is marginal for
the primary muon from the neutrino interaction, but becomes particularly severe for secondary
muons from charm decay due to their relatively soft spectrum. An attempt is made to identify
also muons exiting sideways from the calorimeter or stopping in the calorimeter based on the
presence of a minimum ionizing particle in the calorimeter. There exist two independent algo-
rithms for this purpose. The first is based on a neural network analysing the pattern of energy
deposits in the scintillators. The second is a track finding algorithm using the information of
streamer tube planes inserted between the calorimeter modules. Each of the two algorithms is
applied independently for the two projections, leading to a total of four possible tags for muons
in the calorimeter. The minimum requirement for muon identification is a positive result from
three out of four.
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Figure 2: The efficiency of the muon identification as a function of the true muon momen-
tum, with the histogram indicating the spectrum of secondary muon momenta for the simulated
events after charm selection.

As shown in Fig. 2, the identification efficiency is of the order of 95% for muon momenta
above 4 GeV, the region where all muons reach the muon spectrometer. However, identifica-
tion of muons in the calorimeter is considerably less efficient, precisely in the region where
secondary muons from charm decay are expected. When integrated over the spectrum for simu-
lated charm events, the secondary muon identification has average efficiency and average purity
of about 55% and 60%, respectively.
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The fact that muons identified in the muon spectrometer can also be identified in the
calorimeter has been used to validate the results of the simulation. The systematic error on the
efficiency and purity of muon identification has been determined by varying the requirements.
Out of the 956±35 selected charm events, the number of events with a secondary muon is

N selected
2µ = 88 ± 10 (stat.) ± 8 (syst.) , (4)

corrected for the efficiency and purity of the muon identification.

6 Results and conclusion
The average semi-leptonic branching fraction can be written in terms of measurable quan-

tities as

Bµ =
∑
Di

fDiBR(Di → µX) =
N selected

2µ

N selected
×R , (5)

whereN selected is the number of selected events, corrected for the selection purity, andN selected
2µ

is the number of selected events with a secondary muon in the final state, corrected for the selec-
tion purity as well as for the muon identification efficiency and purity. Combining Eqs. (1), (3),
and (4), we find that

Bµ = 0.093 ± 0.009 (stat.) ± 0.009 (syst.) , (6)

where the systematic error includes the uncertainty on the Monte Carlo description of the muon
identification, as well as the uncertainty on the correction factor related to the fragmentation
fractions and the selection efficiencies for different species and different topologies. The second
gives a minor contribution, and one can likewise expect any other sources of systematic error
which have not been explicitly estimated to be negligible compared to the present statistical
error and the present uncertainty on the muon identification.

Given the currently available statistics, the energy dependence ofBµ can as yet be deter-
mined only approximately in the CHORUS experiment. Dividing the events in three samples on
the basis of the visible energy and applying Eq. 5 for each subsample leads to the result shown
in Fig. 3. The errors shown are only statistical, but these are dominant anyhow as there are only
a few dozen selected events with a second muon in each energy bin.

The semi-leptonic branching fraction, as defined in this context, is an empirical parameter,
not a fundamental constant. Due to the energy dependence, the value forBµ measured in one
experiment, with a given neutrino beam and a given acceptance as a function of neutrino energy,
cannot be applied directly to determine|Vcd| from the measurement ofBµ|Vcd|2 performed by
a different experiment, with a different neutrino beam and a different energy dependence for
the acceptance. The CCFR experiment has extracted a value for|Vcd| by combining its study of
opposite-sign dimuon events with a determination ofBµ based on the E531 data, considering
only events with a visible energy above 30 GeV [8, 9]. This approach has been adopted by the
Particle Data Group (PDG) as well, even though it is then applied on the average overBµ|Vcd|2
measurements from different experiments. For the sake of comparison, we have extractedBµ

for the subsample of events with visible energy larger than 30 GeV. This yields a value of

Bµ = 0.102 ± 0.016 (stat.) ± 0.010 (syst.) . (7)

Adding the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature, and combining with the average
Bµ|Vcd|2 used by the PDG,

Bµ|Vcd|2 = (0.49± 0.05)× 10−2 , (8)
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Figure 3: The average semi-leptonic branching fraction as a function of the visible energy. The
horizontal bars indicate the width of the energy bin. The vertical bars are drawn at the mean
value of the energy in each bin, and their height indicates the statistical error onBµ.

we find that
|Vcd| = 0.219 ± 0.022 , (9)

to be compared with|Vcd| = 0.224±0.016, the value currently quoted by the PDG and based on
the determination ofBµ from E531 data. As already noted, the present analysis assumes a value
of 4.2% for the fraction ofD0 mesons decaying into neutral particles. A higher value would
increase the result quoted in Eq. 9. If unitarity is assumed, the 90% confidence interval for|Vcd|
stretches from 0.219 to 0.225.

A second phase of analysis of the CHORUS data is well under way with improved re-
construction codes and scanning systems, and a sample of 3000 charm events will soon be
available.
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